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 SUMMARY

A reasonable C++ Java Native Interface (JNI) technique termed C++ Wrappered JNI (C++WJ) is presented.
The technique simplifies current error-prone JNI development by wrappering JNI calls. Provided
development is done with the aid of a C++ compiler, C++WJ offers type checking and behind the scene
caching. A tool (jH) patterned on javah automates the creation of C++WJ classes.

The paper presents the rationale behind the choices that led to C++WJ. Handling of Java class and interface
hierarchy including Java type downcasts is discussed. Efficiency considerations in the C++WJ lead to two
flavors of C++ classes: jtypes and Jtypes. A jtype is a lightweight less than full wrapper of a JNI object
reference. A Jtype is a heavyweight full wrapper of a JNI object reference.
KEY WORDS: Java; JNI; C++; native caching; wrapper classes, templates

Introduction

Java has emerged as an implementation language of choice for a variety of software applications.
times there is a need to leverage pre-existing C/C++ software or to use low level system specific C
software with Java software. Java and JDK 1.1/1.2 provide the Javanative modifier and the Java Native
Interface6 (JNI) to allow C/C++ use with Java. The JNI, while powerful, lacks some things to make na
C/C++ easy to write.

This paper rationalizes a technique to create C++ classes as needed to allow for simpler and at th
time efficient native C++ software. The created C++ classes encapsulate JNI calls in aninline manner
and can sacrifice almost no performance. The created C++ classes allow a much better degree of
time checking to help eliminate programmer errors.

The technique presented uses C++ to return to the simplicity of JDK 1.0 NMI (Native Method Inter
support. Only one member specific operation is needed to perform native side Java field access or
invoke. Yet, the advantages of JDK 1.1 JNI regarding portability remain. With JNI at the foundation,
is made to serve as an ideal language bridging native C (or C++) and Java. Think of C++ as the
between Java and C/C++ layers of code.

Creating C++WJ classes is accomplished by thejH tool. This tool is briefly described as well as
suggestions for its use. The standardjavah tool if extended could provide options to accomplish th
features ofjH .
Copyright© 1999 Telcordia Technologies, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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JDK 1.1/1.2 JNI is a set of functions and type definitions for C and C++ code that allows interface t
Java Virtual Machine (JVM) with the means to:

• Access Java variables

• Invoke Java methods

• Create Java objects and optimize object lifetimes

• Synchronize code sections

• Throw and catch exceptions

• Start and end a JVM

• Interoperate with C/C++ data such as null terminated strings

JNI is abstracted from underlying JVM memory layouts and so compiled code with JNI function
links and runs with any JVM for a particular hardware and compiler treatment (calling convention a
C++ struct layouts). A function interface into necessary aspects of the JVM accomplishes the sep
needed for this degree of portability. Figure 1 shows a Java program to create and p
java.util.BitSet with a single bit on whose bit position is the value of the first element of the in
java.lang.String[] turned into anint . Figure 2 shows the equivalent C++ native code using J
A singleJava_ function provides the native main implementation. TheInteger.value field although
private is accessible with JNI. For simplicity, the code in Figure 2 disregards possible JNI function e

public class Bar {
public static void main(String[] args){

java.util.BitSet bs = new java.util.BitSet();
bs.set(Integer.valueOf(args[0]).intValue());
System.out.println(bs);
}

};

Figure 1. Example Java Program
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The JNI has its own terminology6. An object referencehasjobject type and refers to a Java objec
(instanceof Object ). A class referencehasjclass type, is also an object reference, and refers to
Java class object (instanceof Class ). A descriptoris a string value describing the type of a Java fiel
the signature of a Java method, or the name of a Java class. Afield ID or method IDhas eitherjfieldID
or jmethodID type, respectively, and enables access to Java fields, invoke of Java methods
construction of Java objects.

Rationale for Design

Figure 2 shows how overly complex it is to write native C++ using JNI. A great concentration is requ
to program the native C++ based on what is wanted from a Java perspective. There are too many lo
details involving field ID and method ID values, class references, and hard to remember field, me
and class descriptors. It is far better, if to each Java field, method, and constructor, there are availab
member functions thatcompletely wrapper, i.e.encapsulate the details.

public class Bar {
public static native void main(String[] a);
static {System.loadLibraray(“foo”);}
};

//C++ from here
#include “Bar.h” //javah generated

JNIEXPORT void JNICALL Java_Bar_main(
JNIEnv* e,jclass this_class,jobjectArray args){
jclass jcB = e->FindClass(“java/util/BitSet”);
jobject jbs = e->NewObject(jcB,e->GetMethodID(jcB,

“<init>”,”()V”));
jclass jcI = e->FindClass(“java/lang/Integer”);
jobject jo = e->CallStaticObjectMethod(jcI,

e->GetStaticMethodID(jcI,”valueOf”,
“(Ljava/lang/String;)Ljava/lang/Integer;”),

e->GetObjectArrayElement(args,0));
e->CallVoidMethod(jbs,e->GetMethodID(jcB,”set”,”(I)V”),

e->GetIntField(jo,
e->GetFieldID(jcI,“value”,”I”)));

jclass jcS = e->FindClass(“java/lang/System”);
jclass jcP = e->FindClass(“java/io/PrintStream”);
e->CallVoidMethod(e->GetStaticObjectField(jcS,

e->GetStaticFieldID(jcS,”out”,”Ljava/io/PrintStream;”)),
e->GetMethodID(jcP,“println”,”(Ljava/lang/Object;)V”),
jbs);

}

Figure 2. Example Java Program Rewritten in Java/C++/JNI
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Skipping to the chase, Figure 3 shows the example of Figure 2 rewritten in a C++ style which encaps
the JNI calls. This is referred to asC++ Wrappered JNI (C++WJ).

Several C++ classes,jtypes, one each for java.util.BitSet , java.lang.Integer,
java.lang.System, and java.io.PrintStream together offer member functions for C++W
method invoke, field access, and object construction. Correct JNI function calls with approp
descriptor parameters encapsulate behind jtype member functionsBitSet , set , valueOf , value , out ,
and, println . An additional jtype forjava.lang.String[] encapsulates access to JNI functio
GetObjectArrayElement  behind member functionGetElement .

There are three encumbrances compared to the equivalent Java code: 1) wrappered calls require
JNIEnv* parameter, 2) creating a Java object requires extra syntax involved with a static member i
of a constructor, and 3) Java fields require handling by member calls and not by field access. In
respects the C++WJ code has no more detail and follows along the lines of the corresponding Jav

A nice benefit of C++WJ is the possibility of compile-time type checking provided the C++ classes
specific enough type information in member signatures. This effectively allows compile time
checking equivalent to the compile time type checking of the Java compiler. This benefit should n
underestimated. Straight JNI calls depend essentially upon run-time type checking which is
developer time consuming and less reassuring toward software quality.

Before moving on to the remainder of the paper, it is pointed out that stretches of JNI code as in Fi
are somewhat of a worst case for JNI function calls for one place. Such stretches of code if not
stretches are often factored with JNIcallbacksto Java (Call...Method function calls) to perform the
“heavy lifting”. Still, it is not uncommon to have small stretches of JNI function calls in lots of places
the need for an improved C++ JNI is real. Besides, the need to artificially add relatively small

Figure 3. Example Java Progam Rewritten in Java/C++WJ

public class Bar {
public static native void main(String[] a);
static {System.loadLibraray(“foo”);}
};

//C++ from here
#include “Bar.h” //javah generated
#include “jjava_lang_String.h”
#include “jjava_lang_Integer.h”
#include “jjava_util_BitSet.h”
#include “jjava_lang_System.h”
#include “jjava_io_PrintStream.h”

JNIEXPORT void JNICALL Java_Bar_main(
JNIEnv* e,jclass this_class,jobjectArray args){
jjava_lang_StringArray jargs(args);
jjava_util_BitSet jbs = jjava_util_BitSet::BitSet(e);
jbs.set(e,jjava_lang_Integer::valueOf(e,

jargs.GetElement(e,0)).value(e));
jjava_lang_System::out(e).println(e,jbs);
}
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Moreover, a Java class that may make most sense to have such native-callback-to-Java methods
be amenable to additional methods, for e.g. a 3rd party class.

Motivating Requirements

C++WJ is motivated by a need to:

• Eliminate the complexity of field ID, method ID, class reference, and descriptor usage.

• Replicate compile-time checking of the Java type system.

• Minimize the performance overhead of repeated JNI use via caching techniques.

• Interoperate with existing “C” level JNI.

The example of Figure 3, if implementable, shows a way to achieve these ends. A C++WJ type is c
that contains member functions one for one with the fields, methods, and constructors of the relate
class or interface. The result of calling a C++WJ member function is the appropriate result o
corresponding Java member. A C++WJ class exhibits both thefacadedesign pattern8 against the JNI
subsystem as well as theproxy design pattern8 on the related Java class.

C++WJ is an exercise in choosing appropriate C++ constructs for a reasonable C++ style JNI.

Type Conversion vs. Performance

The contentious part of the technique has to do with balancing type conversion issues with perform
For starters, it should be the case that the three language notions of Javainheritance9: 1) extending a class,
2) extending one or more interfaces, and 3) implementing one or more interfaces, have appropria
analogues. Then, inherited Java members can likewise become inherited C++ members in the
C++WJ classes. Now, C++ supports only one language notion of inheritance, namely subclassing
more superclasses, calledmultiple inheritancewhere more than one superclass is involved. Thus, a J
class or interface reasonably maps orrelates to a C++ class, and all three Java inheritance form
reasonably relate to C++ multiple inheritance. The usual rules for classes with respect to conversio
satisfied similarly in both Java and C++. That is, subclasses/subinterfaces of a parent class/interfac
or C++) are allowed in contexts of the superclass/superinterface. Java resolves duplicateindirect
interfaces of a class (or interface) along different inheritance paths by ignoring the duplicates. C++
virtual inheritance provides the same ability.

A problem rears up in so far as Java allows casting of superclasses/superinterfacesdown tosubclasses/
subinterfaces. An example is the cast required upon getting an element from aHashtable object. The
Hashtable as a generic container class supports insertion of any type of object and the get ope
returns anObject object. This returned object must be cast down fromObject type to some other type
in order to use the object in most cases. C++ does not permit casts from superclasses down to sub
What C++ does support isdynamic_cast of reference to superclass down to reference to subcl
provided the complete object’s actual type ispolymorphicand has an unambiguous subclass object. Th
facts tend to imply the need to use C++ reference types (T&) with some restrictions instead of
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reference types so as to get downcasts in C++WJ. These facts also seem to imply the need
dynamic_cast  operator, a relatively expensive operation11.

C++ reference types (or pointer types which have similar casting properties) are simple enough to
the arguments to C++WJ member functions, for then the actual objects referred to are outside
member functions scope and remain after member function return. Reference types are a prob
return type, however, because after member function return, the reference is dangling when the
referred to was created within the member function. Using C++ dynamic memory allocation and req
programmer memory management is both more complex and too expensive11 for a task that essentially
encapsulates JNI. Requiring a C++ garbage collector with dynamic memory allocation is yet
expensive.

For all of the reasons above, it is decided to avoid C++ reference types anddynamic_cast operator and
instead to work with non-reference C++ types. The downcast problem is solved by requiring
operations, one a conversion to some prespecified type, followed by a second conversion const
from the prespecified type to the final type. The prespecified type is chosen to bejobject type to allow
JNI interoperability. As the conversion from prespecified type is available to all C++WJ types, C+
effectively supports unchecked Java casts. However, as shown later, C++WJ also supports ru
checked casts. An example of a C++WJ downcast related to the cast of anObject to aBoolean is shown
on the last line in Figure 4.

The constructor from and conversion member function tojobject type are more than arbitrary. An
implementation of a C++WJ type needs access to an object reference to refer to the underlyin
object. Such an object reference as cached via C++WJ type constructor is consideredtheobject reference
of a C++WJ type object. It does not change value for the lifetime of the C++WJ type object.

The question arises as to what other data members might a C++WJ type class contain and as a re
expensive are C++WJ type constructors. For instance, copy constructor costs are a real issu
parameter passing and return results passed by object values and not object references (or pointe
expense of C++ copy constructors is related to the expense of base class and member copy cons
and the initialization of implementation specific data. Use of public virtual inheritance can typically
expense to copy constructors for the assignment of hidden implementation data. (Hidden data is re
depending upon the implementation and class hierarchy so as to support casting from derived por
the object to base portions.11)

Figure 4. C++WJ (Hypothetical) Downcasting

class jjava_lang_Object{
public:operator jobject();
public:jjava_lang_Object(jobject)
//...

class jjava_lang_Boolean:public virtual jjava_lang_Object{
public:operator jobject();
public:jjava_lang_Boolean(jobject);
//...

//native implementation... assume jjava_lang_Object jo initialized
jjava_lang_Boolean jb(static_cast<jobject>(jo));

class jjava_lang_Object{//...
public:operator jobject();
public:jjava_lang_Object(jobject);
};

class jjava_lang_Boolean:public virtual jjava_lang_Object{//...
public:operator jobject();
public:jjava_lang_Boolean(jobject);
};

//native implementation... assume jjava_lang_Object jo initialized
jjava_lang_Boolean jb(static_cast<jobject>(jo));
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By contrast, copy constructor costs can be minimal if extremely lightweight classes are used. Asjobject
type is typically implemented as a C++ pointer, then a class with no superclasses and no virtual m
functions and containing onlyjobject type can be no more expensive than a pointer.10 This is excellent
as pointers typically fit in hardware registers. Finally, a single inheritancehierarchyof classes containing
no virtual member functions and altogether only containing ajobject , can be no more expensive tha
jobject type.

Mainly for performance related reasons, C++WJ classes come in two flavors. One flavor,Jtypeflavor,
has public virtual inheritance and potentially non-trivial number of data members and is responsib
full encapsulation of the related Java class or interface. A second flavor,jtype flavor, has single
inheritance for superclasses, and no more thanjobject data member and has less than full encapsulat
responsibilities. Both flavors have wrappering member functions returning jtype values and taking
arguments resulting in potential performance approximating straight JNI calls. Jtypes construct fro
convert to jtypes. The jtypes construct from and convert tojobject type. The jtypes encapsulate objec
construction, method invoke, and field access. Via the single inheritance, a jtype makes available
and indirect superclass method invoke and field access. The jtypes do not make available method
and field access inherited from an interface. Instead, a jtype provides a unary postfix op
(operator++(int) ) to construct the related Jtype, the latter of which has the means to perform
method invoke and field access. The added burden to C++WJ usage is the need to construct Jtype
out of jtype objects in those places that require interface member visibility. This is an acceptable sa
for performance. Finally, both Jtypes and jtypes use JNI name encoding except for a leading “j” o
respectively.

On the whole, then, these two flavors of C++WJ classes are reasonable. The new jtypes must now
with respect to subtyping and downcasts as did the earlier jtypes now considered Jtypes. This m
done without use of multiple inheritance. The solution is for a jtype to use single inheritance to an
jtype for the related Java superclass relation, and to use conversion member functions to every dir
indirect jtype for the related Java superinterface relation. A jtype related to a Java interface inherits
the jtype related toObject . Subtyping conversions are thus in place for jtypes and through a
operations mechanism, downcasts are available for jtypes as in Figure 4.

A subtyping conversion of a jtype to an interface related jtype becomes a second, if slightly
convenient, way to obtain Java interface members. Thus, bothjo++.member() and
((jInterface)jo).member() are equivalent for a Java interfaceInterface inherited member
member. Use of one or the other is required for interface inherited fields of the related Java obje
interface inherited methods not declared in the specific type of the related Java object.

There is an alternative design whereby jtypes not only have conversion member functions to all c
related to superinterfaces, but contain the superinterface’s members as well. The jtypes still only us
single inheritance to classes related to Java superclasses. The jtypes can again have performanc
to jobject type. There is also no need for Jtypes as jtypes fully encapsulate a Java class give
member functions for interface members are available directly in a jtype. The problem with this so
is that a change, say addition of members, to a Java interface requires changes to all jtypes whose
class or interface extends directly or indirectly the changed interface. This makes a jtype overly dep
on changes in the Java hierarchy. Member information of super types is better inherited. For this r
C++WJ types are modestly dependent only upon the related Java type’s members and the set of a
and indirect superclasses and superinterfaces but not upon these Java types’ members. This e
reasonable compromise and matches some of the more important properties of Java binary compa
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The C++WJ classes forObject , java.io.DataOutput , and java.io.ObjectOutput as concerns
inheritance and special member function declarations are shown in Figure 5.

As Jtypes now do not contain a constructor directly fromjobject type, but instead from a related jtype
it takes two additional operations to downcast Jtypes over and above the operations to downc
related jtypes. The native code of Figure 4 is changed to require 4 operations. A more realistic
however, is the downcast of jtype to Jtype which takes 3 operations as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 5. C++WJ types for java.io.DataOutput and java.io.ObjectOutput

class Object{//...
interface java.io.DataOutput{//...
interface java.io.ObjectOutput extends java.io.DataOutput{//...

//C++ from here
class jjava_lang_Object{//...

public:operator jobject();
public:jjava_lang_Object(jobject);
};

class Jjava_lang_Object{//...
public:operator jjava_lang_Object();
public:Jjava_lang_Object(jjava_lang_Object);
};

class jjava_io_DataOutput:public jjava_lang_Object{//...
public:jjava_io_DataOutput(jobject);
public:Jjava_io_DataOutput operator++(int);
};

class Jjava_io_DataOutput:public virtual Jjava_lang_Object{//...
public:operator jjava_io_DataOutput()const;
public:Jjava_io_DataOutput(jjava_io_DataOutput);
};

class jjava_io_ObjectOutput:public jjava_lang_Object{//...
public:operator jjava_io_DataOutput()const;
public:jjava_io_ObjectOutput(jobject);
public:Jjava_io_ObjectOutput operator++(int);
};

class Jjava_io_ObjectOutput:public virtual Jjava_io_DataOutput,
public virtual Jjava_lang_Object{//...
public:operator jjava_io_ObjectOutput()const;
public:Jjava_io_ObjectOutput(jjava_io_ObjectOutput);
};
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The conversion of subclass to superclass in C++ is one of the set of standard conversions. Any num
standard conversions can apply before and after a single user defined conversion. This fact allows
subclass to implicitly convert to a jtype superclass. For example in Figure 7, conversion ofJCar to
jBarable obtains from standard conversion ofJCar to JBarable and then user defined conversio
from JBarable  to jBarable . Only one dashed line arrow (user defined conversions) is traversed.

Converting from one jtype to a superclass jtype is either a standard conversion for superclasses re
a Java superclass or is a user defined conversion for superclasses related to a Java interface. Thi
that interface conversion uses up the one user defined conversion operation of C++ that ha
implicitly, but superclass conversion does not. However, a jtype provides conversion member fun
to all classes that relate to direct and indirect superinterfaces.Thus, at most one user defined con
is ever needed for conversionsup the hierarchy. This is seen in Figure 7, where any lower left clas
converts to any upper right class crossing at most one user defined conversion (dashed arrows).
true even though there’s a difference between the kind of conversion fromjCar to jBar (solid arrow)
versus that fromjCarable  to jBarable  (dashed arrow).

Figure 6. C++WJ (Realistic J/jtype) Downcasting

class jjava_lang_Object{//...
class Jjava_lang_Object{//...
class jjava_lang_Boolean:public jjava_lang_Object{//...
class Jjava_lang_Boolean:public virtual Jjava_lang_Object{//...

//native implementation... assume jjava_lang_Object jo initialized
Jjava_lang_Boolean jb(jjava_lang_Boolean(static_cast<jobject>(jo)));

user defined conv.standard conv.

interface Barable;
class Bar implements Barable;
interface Carable extends Barable;
class Car extends Bar implements Carable;

jCarable

jBar

jCar

Figure 7. Class & Interface Conversions for J/jtypes

jBarable

JCarable

JBar

JCar

JBarableJBarable
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The difference between jtype superclass conversion and jtype interface conversion matters for ove
member functions. Should a functionfoo take each ofjBarable , jCarable , andjBar of Figure 7 in
three different overloaded functions, then a use offoo on ajCar object results in C++ compiler choice
of foo(jBar) . This is due to the C++ best matching function algorithm having preference for stan
conversions over user defined conversions. At the same time, take awayfoo(jBar) , and the C++
compile fails for an ambiguity betweenfoo(jBarable) andfoo(jCarable) . This is true even though
jCarable type is closer (direct Java interface) tojCar type thanjBarable is (indirect Java interface).
The design of jtypes thus sacrifice a knowledge of proximity of interfaces in order to minimize copy c
This is not considered much of a drawback, however, as the issue manifests only when Java in
members are overridden. And from a Java standpoint, overridden interface members are sim
redundancy for method members and somewhat of a poor practice for data members.

Wrappered Calls

C++WJ types have the responsibility for providing JNI method invoke, field access, and o
construction. C++WJ type member functions corresponding to operations on each Java memb
therefore provided. For example, setting a Java object field is accomplished with a call to a C++W
member function takingJNIEnv* and a jtype value. Getting a Java object field is accomplished wit
call to a C++WJ type member function takingJNIEnv* and returning a jtype value. So a Java fie
corresponds to two C++WJ type member functions of different signatures, one to set the value and
get the value. A Javafinal field, however, corresponds to only the get member function as afinal field
value can not be changed.

Each Java method and constructor corresponds one to one to a C++WJ type member function. Ja
(i.e. static ) fields and class methods correspond to C++WJ typestatic member functions.
Overloaded Java methods, as one could expect, correspond to overloaded C++WJ type member fu
A Java method and field with the same name corresponds to overloaded C++WJ member functions
an extra initial parameter of differing types.

Each Java type requires a distinguishing C++WJ type to allow C++WJ type member fun
overloading. A JNI primitive type such asjint suffices and implements properly for its related Java typ
Java classes and interfaces are handled by their related jtypes. Finally, by extension, C++WJ p
jtypes for arrays, as for examplejjava_lang_IntegerArray for Integer[] . The implementation of
jtypes for Java arrays is described in the next section.

The termjtype, henceforth, applies to all these C++WJ types and the termclass jtyperefers to jtypes
related to Java classes and interfaces only. Table I exemplifies the different kinds of Java types and
C++WJ jtypes and implementation.

Java Type C++WJ jtype C++WJ jtype implementation

void void C++ primitive type

int jint JNI primitive type

int[] jintArray1 (“1” needed) C++ class

int[][] jintArrayArray C++ class

Table I. Prototypical Native Types
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With a complete set of jtypes, C++WJ type wrapper member functions can correspond to all cases
field types, method parameter and return types, and constructor return (class) types. Example C
jtype wrapper member functions for all corresponding field, method, and constructor membe
Boolean  are shown in Figure 9.

A reasonable question to ask is “Why doesn’t a Java constructor correspond to a C++WJ
constructor?”. There are a few reasons. The best reason has to do with interoperability with JNI “
that C++WJ types must already construct from either class jtypes for Jtypes or fromjobject type for
jtypes. These constructors cannot create a new Java object (nor even an additional object refere
must simply encapsulate the existing object reference. Thus, there is already very general C++W
constructors in place. Allowing for additional C++WJ type constructors which both create
encapsulate a Java object is possible but not so desirable. There is a potential for confusion in the
a Java constructor taking a same typed parameter. A C++WJ type constructor for this Java cons
would differ from the C++WJ type default copy constructor by only the JNIEnv* initial parameter
second problem is that a constructor for a Java class with superclasses leads to a C++WJ type con
required to call some C++WJ type superclass constructor essentially to do nothing. A do-no
constructor for C++WJ types would be then be needed as the C++WJ default constructor does no

java.lang.Integer jjava_lang_Integer C++ class

java.lang.Integer[] jjava_lang_IntegerArray C++ class

Java Type C++WJ jtype C++WJ jtype implementation

Table I. Prototypical Native Types

Figure 8. jtype Field, Method, and Constructor Declarations for Boolean

class jjava_lang_Boolean:public jjava_lang_Object{//...
public:inline static jjava_lang_Boolean TRUE(JNIEnv*);
public:inline static jjava_lang_Boolean FALSE(JNIEnv*);
public:inline static jjava_lang_Class TYPE(JNIEnv*);
public:inline jboolean value(JNIEnv*);
public:inline void value(JNIEnv*,jboolean);
public:inline static jlong serialVersionUID(JNIEnv*);
public:inline static jjava_lang_Boolean Boolean(JNIEnv*,

jboolean);
public:inline static jjava_lang_Boolean Boolean(JNIEnv,

jjava_lang_String);
public:inline jboolean booleanValue(JNIEnv*);
public:inline static jjava_lang_Boolean valueOf(JNIEnv*,

jjava_lang_String);
public:inline jjava_lang_String toString(JNIEnv*);
public:inline jint hashCode(JNIEnv*);
public:inline jboolean equals(JNIEnv*,jjava_lang_Object);
public:inline static jboolean getBoolean(JNIEnv*,

jjava_lang_String);
public:inline static jboolean toBoolean(JNIEnv*,

jjava_lang_String);
};
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given that it initializes the object reference to 0. Overall, it is desirable not to combine Java o
construction with C++WJ type object construction.

The C++WJ type member function corresponding to a Java constructor is necessarily astatic member
function. Because of the leading extra “j” or “J” in a C++WJ type name, a C++WJ type member fun
corresponding to Java constructor does not clash with C++WJ type constructors. A package nam
adds to the distinction as it is part of the C++WJ type name but not part of a C++WJ type member fu
name (unless it was the case in the Java class).

Conversions Revisited

C++WJ type wrappered calls present Java field access, method invoke, and object construction t
C++ member functions. The C++ member function parameter and return assignments should reas
behave so as to mimic Java implicit conversions at method parameter pass, method return assig
and field assignment. In Java and with one exception for assignment, the conversions involved
wideningconversions, bothwidening primitive conversionsand widening reference conversions. The
Java conversion ofbyte to short is an example of a widening primitive conversion. The Java subcla
for-a-superclass conversion is an example of a widening reference conversion. The one exception f
assignment is the conversions ofint to byte , short , orchar which arenarrowingconversions. C++WJ
needs to handle corresponding widening and narrowing conversions for jtypes.

The jtype conversions corresponding to Java widening primitive conversions are handled
combination of the JNI primitive type implementation and C++ primitive conversions. For exam
jbyte converts tojshort , as both are JNI implemented as appropriately sized C++ integral types
the conversion is a C++integral promotion. The jtype conversions corresponding to Java wideni
reference conversions are handled by the design of C++WJ jtypes. Class jtypes are taken car
subclass-for-superclass conversions already considered. Java array (to any dimension) of class
jtypes are handled by requiring such jtypes to have conversions matching that of the base types in
This supports Java array-of-subclass-for-array-of-superclass conversion. The array jtypes als
conversion tojjava_lang_Object and jjava_lang_Cloneable to support corresponding Java
reference conversions.

As there are an infinite number of array dimensions, array to any dimension of either primitive jtyp
class jtypes reasonably implement with C++ templates. As the need for a particular array jtype
particular dimension is needed, a C++WJ template taking theunsigned int dimension instantiates. The
first two dimensions are afforded simpler usage withtypedef s tojtype Array or jtype ArrayArray
identifiers.

The jtype declarations forBoolean[] ... are shown in Figure 9.
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There is an alternative array jtype implementation using element jtype as a template paramete
advantage is that a singleARRAYtemplate can handle all jtypes at least up to a fixed number of mem
conversions to other array jtypes. The problem with this approach is that each member conversion t
jtype requires its own element type and one that is different than the template element type. Hence
is a need for additional template arguments for these other element types, if not for the array
themselves. The higher dimensional usage also requires nested template instantiations that becom
complicated on the additional arguments. The simpler approach using templates takingunsigned int
is preferred even if one template per JNI primitive and class jtype is needed.

With the array conversions in place, only thenarrowingconversions for Java assignments are left. T
JNI implementation ofjint , jbyte , jshort , and jchar as integral types and C++ support o
conversion among integral types covers this case. What happens in C++ in case an input integra
cannot be represented in the target integral type is left implementation defined. Typically, the va
truncated in some fashion.

Wrapper Implementation

The implementation of a C++WJ type member functions is straight forward using JNI functions e
as regards caching (performance) issues. Table II summarizes the cases for jtypes. The implemen
a Jtype member simply calls the corresponding jtype member as the default. In general, for each jty
C++WJ implementation follows known technique to cache a class reference using JNI func
FindClass followed by NewGlobalRef (or NewWeakGlobalRef in JNI 1.2)6. (A global or weak
global object reference is required for use across native invocations.) The result is cached in a
private static data member. TheFindClass is asterisked as calling it may not be required
discussed in the next section. This cached class reference is consideredthe(current) class reference of a
C++WJ type (jtype as well as Jtype). The C++WJ implementation follows a second known techniq
statically cache a field ID or method ID value based on the cached class reference.6

Java member JNI function to use JNI functions to use for cache

Constructor NewObject FindClass*,GetStaticMethodID

Static field Get/SetStatic...Field FindClass*,GetStaticFieldID

Table II. C++WJ jtype Implementation Cases

Figure 9. C++WJ types for Boolean[]...

template<unsigned int n>
class jjava_lang_BooleanARRAYD:public jjava_lang_Object{//...

public:inline operator jjava_lang_ObjectARRAYD< n >()const;
public:inline operator jjava_io_SerializableARRAYD< n >()const;
public:inline operator jjava_lang_Cloneable()const;
public:inline jjava_lang_BooleanARRAYD();
public:inline jjava_lang_BooleanARRAYD(jobject);
};

typedef jjava_lang_BooleanARRAYD< 1 > jjava_lang_BooleanArray;
typedef jjava_lang_BooleanARRAYD< 2 > jjava_lang_BooleanArrayArray;
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An overridden non-static non-final non-private method or a method from an abstract class
interface, i.e. apolymorphic method, is implemented with a superclass or interface class refere
computed method ID value and does not require a method ID value computed from a class refere
an invoking object’s most specific type (JNI functionGetObjectClass on an object reference).7 It is
enough to use the method ID value computed from the cached class reference of a C++WJ type. T
subsystem, itself, manages to invoke the correct polymorphic Java method. Furthermore, the C
implementation use of a field ID value also computed from a class reference is essential in the c
overloaded fields. Use of a field ID value computed from run-time class reference would lead
inappropriate field access.6

A C++WJ type does not attempt, in general, to cache the value of Java fields so as not to invite stale
problems between a C++WJ type object and its related Java object for even the briefest of runnin
Javafinal fields, however, are amenable to caching given that afinal field value cannot be changed
after initialization. Afinal class (i.e.static ) field is cached as a C++static data member. Afinal
static  object field is cached as a global reference (weak global reference in JDK 1.2).

A final instance (i.e. non-static ) field, if cached, would have to be cached as a C++ non-static data
member. A Jtype at greater expense to its copy constructor cost therefore cachesfinal field values, given
that jtypes cannot afford additional instance fields. Afinal instance object field is cached only if the
object reference is not a global reference and not a weak global reference. Otherwise, it would be
necessary to cache afinal instance object field as a global or weak global reference. But then, the J
destructor has to call JNIDeleteGlobalRef or DeleteWeakGlobalRef on these cached global o
weak global references. This requires avalid JNIEnv* . But a Jtype does not cache aJNIEnv* as these
are thread specific. As destructors do not take arguments, there is no way to pass in a validJNIEnv* . A
Jtype would need access to the JNIJavaVM* to realistically obtain theJNIEnv* via JNI function
AttachCurrentThread . All of this ignores the further problem of whichDelete...Ref to call. Thus,
it is not feasible to cachefinal object fields for a global or weak global object reference. Moreover
it is not possible to determine if the object reference is not a global or weak global reference
implementation specific), then it is not possible to cacheany final instance fields. (Some JNI
implementations distinguish global and weak global references from local references by negat
opposed to positiveint  cast fromjobject  values.)

Assuming it possible, the C++WJ implementation set up for caching offinal instance fields for alocal
object reference does not adversely affect performance of a Jtype destructor or constructor or els
undertaken. For example, a reasonable C++WJ implementation may decide that if the number offinal
instance fields in a Java class is greater than the number of bits in a C++int , then nofinal instance
field caching is undertaken. Otherwise, one C++int data member initialized to 0 in the Jtype construct
taking jtype and treated as a bitset relatively quickly indicates allfinal instance field caches are empty
A more robust implementation uses as many C++int s as needed and has no limit on the number
final  instance fields that can be cached.

Non-static field Get/Set...Field FindClass*,GetFieldID

Static method CallStatic...Method FindClass*,GetStaticMethodID

Non-polymorphic method CallNonvirtual...Method FindClass*,GetMethodID

Polymorphic method Call...Method FindClass*,GetMethodID

Java member JNI function to use JNI functions to use for cache

Table II. C++WJ jtype Implementation Cases
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The implementation of C++WJ wrappered calls implements in aninline fashion for the best possible
performance. Static values caching, however, is not expected to occur more often than a related Ja
is loaded, so can implement in a non-inline fashion. The C++WJ implementation performs conversio
between jtypes andjobject  andjclass  types everywhere as needed.

Caching the Class Reference

As mentioned in the previous section, C++WJ type member function implementations useFindClass
assigned class reference. The JNI functionFindClass in JDK 1.2 JNI uses the class loader that define
the class whose native method triggered a native invocation. As a given Java class used in anative
method implementation may be loaded by some other class loader, then it is required that C++WJ
for explicit caching of the class reference. An alternative requiring C++WJ to instead lookup and a
a class reference from methods on aClassLoader object adds assurance but sacrifices considera
performance. Moreover,static native implementations via JNI passedjclass parameter can take
advantage of explicit class reference caching. This saves the C++WJ implementation a c
FindClass . Finally, explicit caching of a class reference to 0 has the added benefit of releasing ca
global references (weak global references in JDK 1.2). This can be important to an application.

Explicit caching of a class reference is provided by a jtypestatic member function taking a
jjava_lang_Class parameter. The name of thisstatic member function has to be distinct from a
C++WJ type member functions corresponding to Java members. A decent, if not meaningful, cho
the Java keywordnative . This choice is guaranteed both not to conflict with member nam
corresponding to Java members and also to compile as a C++ member name.

Figure 10 shows a static native method nativeInit calling C++WJ
native(jjava_lang_Class) member function. ThenativeInit method is invoked in astatic
block to perform caching at class load (and reload) time.6

The jtype member functionnative(jjava_lang_Class) follows through and performs all field ID
and method ID value caching and allfinal static field caching besides caching the class referen
However, even with the availability of the member functionnative(jjava_lang_Class) , the C++WJ
implementation may find it has not been called and be forced to implicitly callFindClass . As this case

Figure 10. First Static Block Invoking Native Initialization

public class Bar{//...
private static native void nativeInit();
static{System.loadLibrary(“foo”); nativeInit();}
};

//C++ from here
JNIEXPORT void JNICALL Java_Bar_nativeInit(JNIEnv *e,

jclass this_class){
jBar::native(e,jjava_lang_Class(this_class));
}
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often happens post class load time when performance costs are typically more important, the C
implementation does not cache beyond the class reference whenFindClass is used. Instead, these
further values are cached as needed at each and every first use. C++WJ type wrappered ca
therefore expend a minimal check to see if field ID or method ID value caching orfinal static field
caching has happened or not and if not whetherjclass caching has happened or not. The extra cost
these checks is minimal against the at least one JNI function call that occurs.

A class jtype member functionnative(jjava_lang_Class) calls its superclass’ member function
native(jjava_lang_Class) to perform caching of values of the related Java superclass. The c
reference of the superclass is obtained from JNI functionGetSuperClass .

Type Checking

A reasonable C++WJ type implementation as outlined uses jtypes in wrappered call arguments and
values. It has been shown that jtypes related to Java class or array of class satisfy subclass-for-a-su
conversion through a combination of single inheritance and conversion member functions. It als
been shown that downcasting works for a jtype related to Java class or array of class through a co
conversions. The need to provide both downcasting and interoperability tojobject type leads, however,
to the fact that any non-primitive jtype converts toany other non-primitive jtype via two user defined
conversions.

The fact that C++ allows onlyone user defined conversion operation implicitly together with a C+
compiler’s type checking provides C++WJ usage a solid measure of type checking. This type che
ability ought not be down-played as it provides assurance before run-time that the native code us
the underlying JNI is sensible. Un-wrappered JNI mainly manipulatesjobject type and so developmen
with straight JNI functions cannot rely on any serious compile time type checking. By contrast, a com
caught type error in C++WJ usingjjava_lang_Boolean  of Figure 9 is shown in Figure 11.

C++ implicit conversions apply at parameter passing and returning a result expression, but not
invoking object expression. This fact along with the user defined conversion ofjobject type to any class
jtype implies thatjobject can be passed as an object argument to any wrapper member function wi
compile error. However, an object ofjobject type cannot be used as invoking object to a wrapp
member function without error. The conversion to a C++WJ type must be explicit at the invoking ob

One area not receiving complete type checking support is primitive implicit conversions. C++ a
narrowing conversions beyond those of similar Java types, for example C++float to byte . C++WJ is
not capable of type checking these conversions as performance dictatesjfloat and jbyte as
implemented in JNI typically as typedefs of C++ primitive types.

Finally, to discourage direct use of C++WJ conversion tojobject type, a separate C++WJ macr
JNICAST(/*JNIEnv**/e,/*jjava_lang_Object*/o,/* jtype*/t ) is provided. The macro body
of JNICAST in addition to providing appropriate C++WJ conversion, also provides Java run-

Figure 11. Compile Time Type Checking Error on Bad Argument Type

//native implementation...
//assume jjava_lang_Boolean jb and JNIEnv* e initialized

jb.valueOf(e,jb);//err: no jjava_lang_Boolean to jjava_lang_String
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conversion checking by invoking JNI functionIsInstanceOf in such a way as to return a null object i
the object argument is not convertible to the jtype. A C++WJ user application can further wrappe
macro call on null return to throw a C++ exception or call error handling as desired.

Placeholder Interfaces

Interfaces such asCloneable , java.io.Serializable , and java.rmi.Remote which have no
fields or methods typically serve a general semantic (even language level) purpose. As these int
are pervasive and do not require C++WJ wrappered access, then C++WJ does not have Jtypes f
At the same time, these interfaces can be arguments, return values, and field types in Java. Thus,
has class jtypes for them. Jtypes and class jtypes related to Java classes (or interfaces) that imple
extend) such placeholder interfaces still require user defined conversions to the class jtypes rel
these interfaces.

Complete Wrappering of JNI

Besides method invoke, field access, and object construction, JNI provides additional functions rel
JNI functions involvingjstring , jthrowable , jclass , jobject , jobjectArray , and primitive
array types. C++WJ has to convert to/from related jtypes such asjjava_lang_String for jstring
and/or has to wrapper these JNI functions. It is more consistent to wrapper the JNI functions with
jtype member functions. This way the C++WJ application programmer does not need both kinds of
and can work consistently with C++WJ jtypes.

An examplejjava_lang_Object wrapper member function for JNI functionIsSameObject is seen
in Figure 12. The implementation is straight forward.

JNI functions involving primitive array types orjobjectArray type are wrappered by membe
functions within array jtypes. For example,jjava_lang_ObjectArray::GetLength returns the
length of an Object array. The C++WJ member functionNew wrappering JNI function
newObjectArray for a particular array jtype uses knowledge of the element type (one fewer dimen
and so does not need a wrappered class reference parameter. The one dimension array jtype case
class jtype’s cached class reference. As an example, the convenience member functio
jjava_lang_ObjectARRAY< n > are shown in Figure 13.

Figure 12. Convenience Member IsSame for jjava_lang_Object

class jjava_lang_Object{//...
public:inline jboolean IsSame(JNIEnv*,jjava_lang_Object);
};
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The use of the element type (template instantiation atn-1 ) in the array jtype template convenienc
member functions forces a need for template specialization at dimensionn=0 so as not to template
instantiate at0-1 . There are specializations also atn=1 to reference the appropriate C++WJ element typ
Then=1 case for primitive array jtypes is fully implemented to wrapper all JNI primitive array functio

The class reference for an array jtype is cached in astatic data member. TheNewmember function at
next higher dimension requires access to the cached class reference. An array jtype’s class re
becomes invalid should the underlying class jtype’s class reference change. (Say, the underlyin
jtype’s class reference is reset withnative member function to reference a same named class from
different class loader.) To handle this, thenative member function of a class jtype locates and resets
0 the cached class references of all array jtypes with it as base type. One implementation for this
linked list of address of class references with list head information stored with the class jtype. Aft
array jtype class reference is reset to 0, the next use of the class reference causes a recomputa
recomputed class reference is obtained in general from combined calls ofGetObjectClass of
NewObjectArray using already computed one lower dimension class reference. An altern
implementation uses C++WJ wrappered invoke offindClass from a cached
jjava_lang_ClassLoader object that is the class loader of the underlying class jtype. For JDK 1.2
a jjava_lang_ClassLoader object is not obtainable due toSecurityException , then the first
implementation is applied. Ordinarily, the first implementation is preferable given that it requires cre
of a Java array object rather than aString object and array object creation is a considerably faster JV
operation. (An enhanced JNIFindClass function taking an object reference to a class loader obj
along with C/C++ string would make the second implementation preferable by eliminating theString
object creation.) Either way ensures that caching an array class reference has involved the same
class loader as that involved with caching the underlying class jtype’s class reference.

Reflection Support

At times, perhaps for debugging or perhaps to make efficient use of JDK 1.2 JNI reflection functio16,
C++WJ needs to provide class references, and field ID and method ID values. C++WJ types h
static member function per corresponding Java field, method, or constructor. The member fun
take one realJNIEnv* pointer and one dummyJNIEnv* pointer and return either a field ID or a metho
ID value, respectively. The dummyJNIEnv* parameter declaration is needed as the return type is

template<unsigned int n>
class jjava_lang_ObjectARRAYD:public jjava_lang_Object{//...

public:inline jsize GetLength(JNIEnv* e)const;
public:inline jjava_lang_ObjectARRAYD< n-1 > GetElement

(JNIEnv* e,jsize index)const;
public:inline SetElement(JNIEnv* e,jsize index,

jjava_lang_ObjectARRAYD< n-1 > value);
public:inline static jjava_lang_ObjectARRAYD< n >

New(JNIEnv* e,jsize length,
jjava_lang_ObjectARRAYD< n-1 > initialElement);

};

Figure 13. Convenience Member Functions for jjava_lang_ObjectArray[]...[] (n>1)
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sufficient to distinguish against a C++WJ wrapper member function of the same arguments. The
returned is the cached field ID or method ID value or a newly computed and cached value as nec

The JNI reflection functionsToReflectedField andToReflectedMethod require a class reference
so C++WJ reflection support has to provide it. A C++WJ jtypestatic member functionnative taking
justJNIEnv* parameter returns the current class reference wrappered as ajjava_lang_Class object.

Reflection support member function declarations forjjava_lang_Boolean are shown in Figure 14. A
numerically increasing suffix is added to reflection support members corresponding to overloade
members. Which overloaded member gets which suffix follows the order ofMethod elements from an
invoke ofgetDeclaredMethods  on appropriateClass  object.

Another use for C++WJ reflection support member functions is to call instance methods of a supe
There is no direct support for Javasuper.m() type calls in C++WJ, though JNI supports this with JN
CallNonvirtual...Method functions. However, Figure 15 shows a native implementation invoke
theObject::equals method using C++WJ reflection member functions. Thenative(e) value is not
explicitly converted to ajclass value asjjava_lang_Class type provides this conversion. The las
parameter toCallNonVirtualBooleanMethod is explicitly converted to jobject type as a
conversion is not applied to a variable argument list parameter.

Figure 14. C++WJ jtype Reflection Support Declarations

class jjava_lang_Boolean:public jjava_lang_Object{//...
public:inline static jjava_lang_Class native(JNIEnv*);
public:inline static jfieldID TRUE(JNIEnv*,JNIEnv*);
public:inline static jfieldID FALSE(JNIEnv*,JNIEnv*);
public:inline static jfieldID value(JNIEnv*,JNIEnv*);
public:inline static jfieldID serialVersionUID(JNIEnv*,

JNIEnv*);
public:inline static jfieldID TYPE(JNIEnv*,JNIEnv*);
public:inline static jmethodID Boolean(JNIEnv*,JNIEnv*);
public:inline static jmethodID Boolean_2(JNIEnv*,JNIEnv*);
public:inline static jmethodID booleanValue(JNIEnv*,JNIEnv*);
public:inline static jmethodID valueOf(JNIEnv*,JNIEnv*);
public:inline static jmethodID toString(JNIEnv*,JNIEnv*);
public:inline static jmethodID hashCode(JNIEnv*,JNIEnv*);
public:inline static jmethodID equals(JNIEnv*,JNIEnv*);
public:inline static jmethodID getBoolean(JNIEnv*,JNIEnv*);
public:inline static jmethodID toBoolean(JNIEnv*,JNIEnv*);
};
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Native Considerations

Calling anative method from native code is done in one of two ways: 1) use JNI (or C++WJ) to inv
the method as for any Java method, or 2) directly call theJava_ function that is thenative method
implementation provided it is accessible from the calling code. (A use of thejavah tool providesJava_
function declarations for all native methods.) The second case above is also wrappered in C++WJ
option C++WJ provides for each Javanative method to have a convenience C++WJ type memb
function taking an initialJNIEnv& followed by the same jtype arguments as the associated wrap
member function. The implementation encapsulates a call to theJava_ function. Figure 16 shows an
example using C++WJ to directly call a native method implementation which in this case leads tovery
long running program.

Figure 15. Direct Invoke of Object::equals from Bar Object

public class Bar {
public native boolean equals(Object b);
static {System.loadLibraray(“foo”);}
};

//C++ from here
#include “jBar.h” //includes javah generated Bar.h
#include “jjava_lang_Object.h”

JNIEXPORT jboolean JNICALL Java_Bar_equals(
JNIEnv* e,jobject this_obj,jobject obj){
jBar jthis(this_obj); jjava_lang_Object jo(obj);
return e->CallNonvirtualBooleanMethod(jthis,

jjava_lang_Object::native(e),
jjava_lang_Object::equals(e,e),static_cast<jobject>(jo));

}
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Wrappering theJava_ function itself raises the issue of whether theJava_ function could instead
implement as a jtype member function. This would require change to the JVM essentially to check
for Java_ function or for jtype member function. Also, for jtype member functions, the JVM would ha
to construct jtype arguments and handle jtype return values and not provide forjstring, jthrowable ,
jobject , or jobjectArray arguments and return values. The benefit would be that the na
implementation would not have to convert the native function object arguments to start using C++

Errors

JNI functions can return error values. There is a corresponding Java exception which throug
ExceptionOccurred can be obtained in native code. The C++WJ implementation checks for erro
return from all JNI functions used. If an error has occurred, then a C++ exception object of
JNIFailure is thrown. This seems to be a reasonably safe choice. The example in Figure 10 rew
to properly catch C++WJ thrown JNI errors is shown in Figure 17.

public class Bar {
public static native void main(String[] a);
static {System.loadLibraray(“foo”);}
};

//C++ from here
#include “jBar.h” //includes javah generated Bar.h
#include “jjava_lang_String.h”

JNIEXPORT void JNICALL Java_Bar_main(
JNIEnv* e,jclass this_class,jobjectArray args){
jBar::main(*e,jjava_lang_StringArray(args));
}

Figure 16. C++WJ Directly Called Native Method
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JNIFailure error objects carry no information, but also do not require any, as JNI assures th
ExceptionOccurred object is available (andExceptionCheck in JDK 1.2 returns true) after all
detectable JNI function errors. This includes JNI functions returning error codes and those unable6

The decision to throw a C++ exception on JNI errors means that failing totry /catch C++WJ/JNI errors
terminates the application via termination handler. On the plus side, C++WJ eliminates the majo
errors by the compile time checking. What’s left tends to be explicit casting errors and issues invo
classes that are not loadable. An earlier C++WJ design left out JNI error checking altogether, figurin
JNI errors are unlikely, especially in compile environments that regenerate C++WJ output as Java
change. This is now changed so that applications can be comfortable that errors are not disre
C++WJ wrapper member functions are not implemented with C++ exception specification (throw
clause). C++throw clauses are unchecked at compile time unlike Javathrows clauses. As the C++WJ
implementation has no specific exceptions to indicate, there is relatively little to gain against a po
run-time performance cost to using the C++ exception specification for C++WJ member func
Finally, the decision to check for and throw C++ exceptions within the C++WJ implementation
somewhat to execution costs. The quality of a given C++ compiler’s optimized handling of
exceptions in the no-exception-thrown execution case mostly determines the cost overhead.

jH and C++ Compile

The scope of the C++WJ implementation forces a need to make it as convenient as possible to u
this reason, a tool, here namedjH , generates C++WJ class code into C++ header (#include -able) output
files.

Figure 17. C++WJ Exception Checking JNI Errors

public class Bar{//...
private static native void nativeInit();
static {System.loadLibrary(“foo”); nativeInit();}
};

//C++ from here
JNIEXPORT void JNICALL Java_Bar_nativeInit(JNIEnv *e,

jclass this_class){
try { jBar::native(e,jjava_lang_Class(this_class));

}
catch(JNIFailure) {

//error handling or return to allow handling by caller
}

}
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C++ Source Outputs

jH output separates declaration from implementation as much as possible.jH outputs C++static data
and non-inline member function definitions within C++ templates. This allowsjH not to have to
generate source as opposed to header output files and instead relies upon the compiler toinstantiate
C++WJ external definitions. The jtype template output for Java array of classes/interfaces is include
the jtype output for the underlying class. The jtype templates related to Javaprimitive arrays are output
with the jtype output forjava.lang.Object . jH has a JNI vendor specific (non-portable) option
indicate that Javafinal instance fields be cached.jH has an option to output the direct wrapper memb
function for native methods. Finally, much of thejH generated implementation is the same from class
class and is factored out into C++WJ macros,inline s, template s and such, so as to simplify thejH
output.

jH is implemented in Java using reflection as one possible implementation. The JDK 1.1 implemen
unlike the 1.2 implementation has one caveat as a result of JDK 1.1Class.forName not having an
option to suppress class initialization. JDK 1.1jH run for a class executesstatic initializers which in
turn attempts to execute native code which is not yet compiled waiting on the output ofjH . Thus,jH
generation of C++WJ as in the example in Figure 10 is worked around by either supplying a du
native library not needingjH outputs or temporarily commenting outnative method invocations from
thestatic  initializer until jH  outputs are created.

The jH output #include ’s jH output of other Java classes as necessary. The#include ’d outputs
contain the C++WJ types related either to Java superclasses or superinterfaces or to Java pa
return, or field types. Thus, one invocation ofjH potentially requires invocations ofjH for a plethora of
other Java classes, or otherwise the result cannot compile. The advice is either to runjH for all output files
as the need arises or to use thejH -r (recursive) option to havejH automatically perform this. The former
is preferred in compilation environments with automated build dependency utilities such asnmake17 as
minimal regeneration and subsequent rebuild ofjH output results. In addition,jH has a -thin option to not
generate wrapper member functions nor Jtypes. This option results in less need of otherjH output and so
is used for allincidentallyencountered Java classes (classes encountered which are not a superc
superinterface, but only member involved).jH used without-thin handles in a-thin manner all
incidentally encountered Java classes.

The jH output is compiled and the result becomes part of a native library. If the same compiled res
jH output becomes part of multiple native libraries all loaded into a Java application, then no harm re
The instantiated external definitions are either text orstatic data. The changeablestatic data are
cached values and more than one cache is not a problem.

jH retains the options -private, -protected, and -public that javah has. This makes it possible to restric
or enlarge the output ofjH and offer some degree of access control. The defaults are the same asjavah.
It is necessary to use -private to get private member output, for example. In general,jH is not
gratuitously incompatible withjavah. This makes it conceivable thatjH functionality can be combined
with javah functionality in a single tool.

Filtering Out Compile Conflicts

jH can generate C++ names that may not compile in a C++ environment. A good example
jjava_lang_Boolean member functionsTRUEand FALSE corresponding to fields ofBoolean . In
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some compile environments these names clash with C/C++ preprocessor macro names. Even a so
with a single#include of a jH header output file sometimes does not compile becausejH output
#include ’s JDK jni.h which in turn can#include compile environment header files. Also,jH
generated names beginning with “J” or “j” can clash either with other such names (class name vs. m
name) or even with JNI type names (for example,JNIEnv , jmethodID , ...).jH generated output can even
clash with C++ keywords, for exampleunsigned . For all these cases, a reasonable approach is to req
separate filtering ofjH output to replace clashing names with non-clashing names.jH output carefully
puts names that must not be renamed inside double quote (“) marks everywhere.

Other than the above possible clashes, C++WJ has made reasonably sure that compile issues do
up. As mentioned above, the namenative is chosen for a certain C++WJ type member name as it c
not clash in C++WJ output.

Suggestive Performance Results

A simple performance comparison of the cpu execution times of the programs in Figure 2 and Fig
was done using JDK 1.1 JNI on stock RISC server hardware and a prototypejH . The programs were
compiled with the vendor C++ compiler using the compiler optimization setting. The programs
slightly modified to invoke the originalmain method within afor loop from a new non-native main .
Outputs were sent to a null device. Program executions of 100,001 iterations through the loop a
iteration through the loop were performed. The program cpu execution time difference was use
preliminary result. The subtraction of the one iteration program execution cpu time eliminates JVM
up cost, initial class loading cost, and one time out-of-cache computation costs. This amoun
approximately 1% of the best times. The Java loop and entry/return from native code was included
costs and was approximately .5% of the best times. The execution was performed 12 times with re
of the single best and single worst runs. The average of the remaining 10 executions was used as

The results showed that the program in Figure 3 surrounded bytry /catch on error executed in
approximately 20% less cpu execution time than the program in Figure 2. This is largely due to t
(out of a total of 18) fewer JNI function calls each iteration after the initial iteration. Hand optimiza
using caching techniques of the code in Figure 2 along withtry /catch on error resulted in a program
with cpu execution time approximately .5% better than that of the cpu execution time of the progr
Figure 3 withtry /catch . On each iteration after initial iteration, the hand-optimizedtry /catch Figure
2 version executed the same 6 JNI calls as did that of thetry /catch Figure 3 version. On each iteration
after initial iteration and not counting JNI function execution, the hand optimizedtry /catch Figure 2
version executed 92 RISC instructions versus 109 for that of thetry /catch Figure 3 version.
Commenting out thetry /catch and all JNI function error checking of the hand optimized Figure
version brought the number of RISC instructions executed down to 79 (not counting JNI fun
execution). Finally, moving the caching code to a separatestatic block invoked native implementation
and removing all checks as to whether data is in cache as shown in Figure 18 brought the number o
instructions executed down to 57 (not counting JNI function execution). This best hand-optim
program execution time was approximately 1% better than that of the cpu execution time of the pro
in Figure 3 withtry /catch .
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On the other end, use ofoperator++ with the Figure 3 version on class jtype objects prior to the tw
polymorphic Java/JNI method invokes resulted in a program execution of 140 RISC instructions. Th
hand-optimized program execution time was then approximately 4% better than thisoperator++ try /
catch  Figure 3 program execution time.

The suggestive results above were re-verified on a PC platform with the OS vendor comp
optimization settings. Here, the results ranged from C++WJ yielding 30% improvement over

public class Bar{
public static native void main(String[] a);
private static native void otherInit();
static {System.loadLibrary(“foo”); otherInit();}
};

//C++ from here
#include “Bar.h” //javah generated
static jclass jcB = 0, jcI = 0, jcS = 0, jcP = 0;
static jfieldID jfV = 0, jfO = 0;
static jmethodID jmB = 0, jmV = 0, jmS = 0, jmP = 0;
static jobject jout = 0;

JNIEXPORT void JNICALL Java_Bar_otherInit
(JNIEnv *e, jclass this_class){
jcB = (jclass)e->NewWeakGlobalRef(e->FindClass("java/util/BitSet"));
jmB = e->GetMethodID(jcB, "<init>","()V");
jcI = (jclass)e->NewWeakGlobalRef(e->FindClass("java/lang/Integer"));
jmV = e->GetStaticMethodID(jcI, "valueOf",

"(Ljava/lang/String;)Ljava/lang/Integer;");
jmS = e->GetMethodID(jcB, "set", "(I)V");
jfV = e->GetFieldID(jcI, "value", "I");
jcS = (jclass)e->NewWeakGlobalRef(e->FindClass("java/lang/System"));
jcP = (jclass)e->NewWeakGlobalRef(e->FindClass

("java/io/PrintStream"));
jmP = e->GetMethodID(jcP, "println", "(Ljava/lang/Object;)V");
jfO = e->GetStaticFieldID(jcS, "out", "Ljava/io/PrintStream;");
jout = e->NewWeakGlobalRef(e->GetStaticObjectField(jcS, jfO));
}

JNIEXPORT void JNICALL Java_Bar_main
(JNIEnv *e, jclass this_class, jobjectArray args){
jobject jbs = e->NewObject(jcB,jmB);
e->CallVoidMethod(jbs,jmS,e->GetIntField(

e->CallStaticObjectMethod(jcI,jmV,
e->GetObjectArrayElement(args,0)),jfV));

e->CallVoidMethod(jout,jmP,jbs);
}

Figure 18. Example Java Program Rewritten Cache Optimized in Java/C++/JNI
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optimized JNI usage to C++WJ usingoperator++ yielding approximately 3% additional cost over th
best hand-optimized result.

The results in both cases suggest that C++WJ usage can add little to cpu execution costs vers
optimized JNI usage. The extra costs are small with respect to an application’s costs and with res
costs of native code not written to maximally pre-cache JNI function results. The results also sugge
the C++WJ design decision to separate out jtypes from Jtypes (and jtypeoperator++ ) helps to narrow
the performance gap.

Related Work

The author knows of no other documented attempt at an improved C++ JNI.

Cygnus Native Interface (CNI)13is aimed at C++/Java integration. It is based on Java extensions to
GNU C++ implementation and is not based on JNI. CNI offers better efficiency than JNI at the exp
of portability across JVMs. CNI offers better convenience than JNI with natural-to-C++ Java field ac
method invoke, and object creation. In this latter respect, CNI is even more convenient to use
C++WJ. CNI, in its current stage, does not support some aspects of JNI including method call o
access through interface typed objects.

Beyond unimplemented features, CNI differs non-obviously with C++WJ in some aspects. For exa
CNI uses C++ pointers to access Java objects. C++WJ uses C++ class objects here. (It is not obvio
implementation, if any, CNI will use to support Java downcasts from interfaces once interface
implemented.) Finally, CNI uses the C++ namespace feature to map Java package qualified class
C++WJ uses JNI name encoding.

A separate effort aimed at creation of Java classes andnative methods from C++ classes to performJava
mirroring has been used in an approach to ease the burden of reusing extensive C++ code.14 Java
mirroring starts from a C++ class to create a Java class with native methods corresponding t
members. Invoke of the Java native method causes first a lookup (or cache obtain) of a C++
followed by C++ member function call or C++ data member access. There are issues with how to h
C++ multiple inheritance which Java does not support. In a sense, C++ mirroring is the oppos
C++WJ which generates a C++ class from a Java class. The two techniques can be combined. Fi
mirroring is applied to create Java classes and thenjH is applied to create C++WJ classes. The C++W
classes make for easier JNI usage for the Java mirroring implementation code.

Conclusion

Java is expected to co-exist with C/C++ for many years. JDK 1.1/1.2 JNI offered better portability
JDK 1.0 NMI but at the same time added complexity to native code JNI function calls. This pape
rationalized an approach to simplify and compile time type check 1.1/1.2 JNI usage by comp
wrappering i.e. encapsulating JNI calls in C++. The result is astep forward to the pastto bring back an
easier JNI usage.
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The C++ wrappered JNI technique presented is prototyped and is in use at Telcordia. Html refe
documentation for thejH tool described in the paper is written. All mentioned caching techniques
employed.

Java and all Java-based trademarks are trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc.
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